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If you're on the beat
you should know ho w

to protect yourself
againstAIDS

Here then some info :

r\ LS»*r i s caused by an acquired deficiency
(or weakness) of the immune-syste m
(you can pick that up too!)
Its source, the HIV virus , has been locate d
But AIDS - th e fatal immunity weakness

— isn't curable yet.
There are MANY reasons to go on the beat.
There is NO reason to infect yourself or others.
To be on the beat with a cool head is
protection for you and others.

Therefore: Safer  Sex!
That i s to say :
never ever let sperm (cum)
enter either yours or the other's
(customer/john/trick) body.
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Therefore: Safer  Sex!
That is to say:
never ever let sperm (cum)
enter either yours or the other's
(customer/john/trick) body.

Take EXTRA GARE when:

Fucking —
if a john wants to be fucked,

then only with
a rubber!

The other way 'round, same thing: if the
john wants to fuck, only with a rubber !
BEST OF ALL:
'dummy Job' (the great pretender) .
If you 'do' female customers too —
fuckin' only with a rubber!

These are super:
Hot Rubber, HT Special,
Ritex No. l , Curafam de Luxe
(They passed the test; predicate 'very good")
Use only oil-free lubricant s e.g . KY or Femilind
— the others can destroy the rubber .

Blowjobs —
pull out before 'he' comes in your mouth,
otherwise —  only with a rubber!
Rubbers, after all, protect agains t other
diseases too, like clap, hep(atitis), syph(ilis).
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Therefore: Safer Sex! 
That is to say: 
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Take EXTRA CARE when: 

Fucking -
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The other way 'round, same thing: if the 
john wants to fuck, only with a rubber! 
BEST OF ALL: 
'dummy job' (the great pretender). 
If you 'do' female customers too -

fuckin' only with a rubber! 

These are super: 

Hot Rubber, HT Special, 

Ritex No. I, Curafam de Luxe 
(They passed the test; predicate 'very good') 
Use only oil-free lubricants e.g. KY or Femilind 
- the others can destroy the rubber. 

Blo'N Jobs-
pull out before 'he' comes in your mouth, 
otherwise - on Iy with a rubber! 
Rubbers, after all, protect against other 
diseases too, like clap, hep(atitis), syph(ilis). 



Sure, many johns aren't
happy about rubbers.
Best thing, you tell'em straight off:
nothin' doin' without !
There are tricks to get the john onto
rubber (or the rubber onto the john) i.e .
shortly after the gets goin' — teil each
other about these tricks!

Spec/a/ Care
injuries!

S&M Games -
if both start bleeding, be
careful and avoid blood contact.
Fistfucking can cause injuries to th e
intestines (guts).
Wounds on your hands can be an infection
risk.
So rather wea r rubber gloves: available at
pharmacies.

A few more

Tips —
concerning Sex Toy s —
e.g. dildoes & vibrators: use on
one customer only (male or female),
afterwards: through cleaning!

Golden Showers/Brownies
No risk äs far ä s AIDS is concerned.
However, other disease s can be
transmitted her e (e.g. hepatitis) .

Drugs 'n
are no good while on the beat .
Though they seem to make it easy, they
make careless too!
You need a clear head!

If you shoot up, you run a great risk.
You can get infected by sharing
the same needles ... so
Don't shoot up without
your own outfit.

Sure, many johns aren't 
happy about rubbers. 
Best thing, you tell'em straight off: 
nothin' doin' without! 
There are tricks to get the john onto 
rubber (or the rubber onto the john) i.e. 
shortly after the gets goin' - tell each 
other about these tricks! 

Special Care with bleeding 
injuries! 

S&M Gall1es -
if both start bleeding, be 
careful and avoid blood contact. 
Fistfucking can cause injuries to the 
intestines (guts). 
Wounds on your hands can be an infection 
risk. 
So rather wear rubber gloves: available at 
pharmacies. 

A few more 

Tips-
concerning Sex Toys -
e.g. dildoes & vibrators: use on 
one customer only (male or female), 
afterwards: through cleaning! 

Golden Showers/Brownies 
No risk as far as AIDS is concerned. 
However, other diseases can be 
transmitted here (e.g. hepatitis). 



Drugs 'n'  Drinks
are no good while on the beat.
Though they seem to make it easy, they
make careless too!
You need a clear head!

If you shoot up, you run a great risk.
You can get infected by sharing
the same needles ... so
Don't shoot up without
your own outfit.

As for  the  test  —
get extensive advice before and after.
HIV-Tests should always be anonymous
and voluntary.

No matter what the test result
positive or negative —
Safer Sex!
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Whatever your thing . . . consult a street
worker or one of the AIDS groups in many
cities.
They want to help you get on with(out) it !
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Drugs 'n'Drinks 
are no good while on the beat. 
Though they seem to make it easy, they 
make careless too! 
You need a clear head! 

If you shoot up, you run a great risk. 
You can get infected by sharing 
the same needles ... so 

Don't shoot up without 
your own outfit. 

As for the test -
get extensive advice before and after. 
HIV·Tests should always be anonymous 
and voluntary. 

No matter what the test result
positive or negative -
Safer Sex! 

Whatever your thing ... consult a street 
worker or one of the AIDS groups in many 
cities. 
They want to help you get on with( out) it! 


